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Abstract
The prediction of academic performance is one of the most important tasks in educational data mining, and
has been widely studied in massive open online courses (MOOCs) and intelligent tutoring systems. Academic performance
can be affected by factors like personality, skills, social environment, and the use of library books. However, it is still
less investigated about how the use of library books can affect the academic performance of college students and even
leverage book-loan history for predicting academic performance. To this end, we propose a supervised content-aware matrix
factorization for mutual reinforcement of academic performance prediction and library book recommendation. This model
not only addresses the sparsity challenge by explainable dimension reduction techniques, but also quantifies the importance
of library books in predicting academic performance. Finally, we evaluate the proposed model on three consecutive years of
book-loan history and cumulative grade point average of 13 047 undergraduate students in one university. The results show
that the proposed model outperforms the competing baselines on both tasks, and that academic performance not only is
predictable from the book-loan history but also improves the recommendation of library books for students.
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1

Introduction

Since course failure largely affects students’ graduation, job seeking, and even future development, it
becomes a great concern of higher educational management. Early prediction of academic performance may
warn students against the happening of potential course
failure, notify educators and administrators of in-time
intervention, and thus probably prevent delivering adverse consequence to students.
The prediction of academic performance has been
widely studied in intelligent tutoring systems. Based
on students’ interaction logs with intelligent tutoring
systems, it is possible to analyze students’ knowledge

of skills based on student models like knowledge tracing
using Hidden Markov Model[1-2] and Recurrent Neural Network[3] , and like cognitive diagnostic models using deterministic inputs, noisy “And” — DINA[4] and
item response theory[5-6] . It is also possible to assign
skills to each question based on (non-negative) matrix
factorization[7-9] , singular value decomposition[10] , and
Q-matrix[11] . In other words, student modeling aims to
find out the strength and weakness of students based
on their response to questions. Massive open online
courses (MOOCs) such as Coursera and Edx have become increasingly popular recently and provide students the opportunity to take online courses from prestigious universities, leading the worldwide revolution
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which indicates that students at different performance
levels borrow different numbers of books from library.
Such statistical analysis is too coarse to answer the
questions like “which books are positively/negatively
correlated with students’ academic performance”. If
the relationship between library book usage and academic performance is analyzed at a level of books,
we suffer from the sparsity challenge, since each student only borrows a small number of books from library. Therefore, there still lacks a systematic framework for mining the book-loan history to predict academic performance. To this end, we propose a supervised content-aware matrix factorization framework for
the predictive analysis of academic performance based
on the book-loan history and students’ academic performance.
To address the sparsity challenge, this predictive framework exploits dimension reduction techniques
based on content-aware matrix factorization for extracting book-loan preference of each student. The
usage of content-aware matrix factorization lies in the
easy way of incorporating supervised signals and the
convenient way of taking book-loan data as implicit
feedback. It then feeds students’ preference into a
regression algorithm with multi-task learning for predicting their academic performance. The reason why
to equip with multi-task learning is motivated by the
distinct preference of students at different schools, as
shown in Fig.1(b). For example, students from computer science prefer to borrow books of the TP category. When regression coefficients are fixed, students’
book-loan preference can be refined by the supervised
information of academic performance. Such an alternative iteration procedure, whose complexity is in linear proportion to the size of the book-loan history,
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of education. As all students’ learning behaviors take
place on the Web, based on the recorded data of learning behaviors, it is possible to evaluate students’ performance in a more objective and quantitative way. Because MOOCs are facing the low completion rates (less
than 5%) of participants, one of the most important
tasks in MOOCs is to reveal important factors affecting students’ dropout[12-13] , and develop appropriate
strategies to retain students in a course. According to
previous studies[14-16] , behaviors about video watching,
assignments attempting or quizzes taking, forums posting/viewing/replying and peer friendship, can play an
important role in students’ learning performance.
In secondary school or distant education, students’
demographics, personality, class-attendance records,
test/quiz grades and past performance history, have
been leveraged for predicting academic outcomes[17-19]
based on supervised learning techniques. However,
these solutions are not generally applicable in the modern university, because 1) some important data, such
as class-attendance records and quiz grades, is rarely
digitized, and 2) some other information, such as demographics, and collected past performance history per
term, is comparably static, being unable to reflect intime change of academic performance. However, with
the recent development of information technology, the
computerized level in the modern university continues
to increase, indicating a clear trend for the digitization
of students’ behaviors. This makes it possible to predict
future academic performance based on these sources of
information.
The usage of library books has shown significant
contribution to academic success and/or student retention according to past research [20-22]. These results
can be further verified by basic statistics in Fig.1(a),
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Fig.1. (a) Averaging book-loan frequency at different performance levels (A(best)∼E(worst)) and book category distribution at (b)
different schools (such as Computer Science and Economic Management ) and (c) different performance levels. Category abbreviation
refers to Chinese library classification. For example, TP is “Automation, Computer Engineering” and I is “literature”.
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continues until the convergence of students’ book-loan
preference. Therefore, this predictive framework, on
one hand, predicts academic performance based on distinct book-borrowing preference of students at different
performance levels, as exemplified in Fig.1(c), and on
the other hand, promotes library book recommendation
by recommending “right” books for students based on
their performance levels and books’ meta information,
making it possible to help students improve their academic performance and to alleviate low usage rate of
books in modern university library[23]. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work of jointly modeling book borrowing preference and predicting academic
performance.
Based on the latent representation of students,
books, and books’ meta information in supervised
content-aware matrix factorization, we derive a precise
prediction formula for academic performance. This formula explicitly takes the effect of similar books into
account and thus explains the benefit of dimension reduction based on content-aware matrix factorization.
More importantly, it becomes possible to quantify the
importance of library books in predicting academic performance based on regression with uncertainty.
Finally, we evaluate the proposed model on a realworld dataset of 13 047 undergraduate students in one
university, including three consecutive years of bookloan history with 676 757 records and cumulative grade
point average over these three years. The experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the competing baselines on both tasks, and that
academic performance not only is predictable from the
book-loan history but also promotes the effectiveness of
book recommendation.
This article is an extension of our preliminary
work[24], in which the contributions are summarized as
follows.
• We conducted the first systematic study for jointly
recommending library books based on academic performance and books’ meta information, and predicting
academic performance based on the book-loan history.
This makes it possible to help students improve their
academic performance by recommending more personalized books for students.
• We proposed a supervised content-aware matrix
factorization algorithm with multi-task learning to address the sparsity challenge of the book-loan history.
And we further derive a prediction formula for academic
performance, explaining the reason why dimension reduction can take effect.
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In this article, we further deliver the following new
contributions.
• Based on performance regression with uncertainty
using book latent representation, we propose a hierarchical Bayesian model for quantifying the importance
of library books in predicting academic performance.
• We perform in-depth analysis to figure out negatively and positively correlated books with academic
performance for three different schools including School
of Computer Science, Foreign Language, and Public
and Politician Management.
2

Related Work

Based on the studied topics and used techniques, we
present related work on academic performance prediction, inference of traits and attributes, and book and
article recommendation.
2.1

Academic Performance Prediction

The related work with academic performance prediction comprises the following three categories. The
first category involves predicting educational outcomes
in high schools or colleges, such as cumulated grades or
at risk of failure or dropout, based on students’ demographics, past test performance and course attending
history[17-18,25] . Most of them revealed that past testing performances were highly predictive of future success/failure while a set of demographic features were
able to achieve reasonable high prediction accuracies
as well. The second category predicts students’ performance on specific problems based on interaction logs
with intelligent tutoring systems or students’ response
to problems with concepts/skills specified by teachers,
which record each problem-solving step. This involves
two types of techniques. One is cognitive analysis,
assigning concepts/skills to each problem, based on
(non-negative) matrix factorization[8,26] or hill-climbing
optimized Q-matrix methods. After mapping concepts/skills to each problem, we obtain a Q-matrix to
capture this mapping. Based on longitudinal students’
response to each problem, the other technique involved
is student modeling, to estimate the knowledge of skills
based on (dynamic) cognitive diagnosis model[4,27-28] or
based on Bayesian knowledge tracing[1] and deep knowledge tracing[3] . The third category addresses the low
complete rate of online courses, by early identifying students at risk of not completing online courses based on
engagement activities, such as watching lectures, attempting assignments/quizzes, and posting/viewing in
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forums[29-30] or based on the developed/learned individual engagement taxonomy[14-16] from the engagement
activities. These studies revealed several intriguing discoveries. For example, hard working and frequent questioning do not necessarily imply high learning performance, but engaging in the course forum is a significant
indicator for students’ learning performance.
2.2

Inference of Traits and Attributes

This work can also be summarized as inferring personal traits and attributes from digital records. Thus
related work includes the study leveraging Facebook
likes to predict different traits and attributes, such as
sexual orientation, ethnicity, personality traits, intelligence, age and gender[31] . In this study, they exploited
singular value decomposition for dimension reduction
and fed user preference vector into linear or logistic
regression for prediction. The prediction of personality can be judged more accurately by Facebook likes
than that made by human[32] . In addition to Facebook likes, other digital records such as human mobility data[33] , social network activities[34] , website traffic data[35] , and webpage browsing information[36] were
also used for inferring various demographic attributes.
Most of them also leveraged dimension reduction techniques for learning the low dimensional representation
of user preference. For example, the factorization of
user-context-knowledge tensor was proposed for inferring the users’ demographics (ender, age, education
background, and marital status) based location checkins[33] . Singular value decomposition was applied on
user-webpage click matrix for extracting user preference for webpages, and then fed together with pages’
content-based and category-based features into support
vector machine regression model for predicting gender
and age. Although many digital records have been utilized, the book-borrowing records as very informative
and fundamental student behaviors in a campus have
by and large been overlooked for academic performance
prediction. Moreover, most previous work predicted
traits and attributes directly using the extracted preference from dimension reduction, and thus the prediction
of traits and attributes is independent to the extraction
of user preference, being different from our supervised
dimension reduction techniques.
2.3

Book and Article Recommendation

Book recommendation is one of tasks in this paper
and has been well studied using the book-loan, book-
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reviewing or book-purchase history in the field of recommendation system. For example, a Naive Bayesian
classifier was designed for the recommendation of books
based on content filtering[37] using the book-reviewing
history. Constructing a two-layer graph which consists of a book-book and user-user relation graph and
is connected by user-book relationship, a graph search
based hybrid recommendation approach was proposed
for book recommendation[38] using the book-purchase
history. Recently, a challenge about book recommendation based on the book-reviewing history has been
launched. In this challenge, most participants used hybrid approaches[39], such as stack regression and rank
aggression, incorporating book features into matrix to
factorize and conclude the significant benefit of book
contents. Similar to book recommendation, book contents also play important role in better-studied article
recommendation, so that the superior algorithm of article recommendation can be potentially used for book
recommendation. Taking some superior algorithms of
article recommendation for example, in [40], traditional
collaborative filtering was integrated with probabilistic
topic modeling based on additive models; to improve
the representation power of article contents, stacked
denoising auto-encoder (SDAE) was leveraged for reducing the dimension of article representation and integrated with traditional collaborative filtering[41] in a
joint optimization framework. However, not only book
contents, but also their information such as categories
and authors of books could be useful. In order to
take all of these information into account, we exploit
a more general framework for content-aware collaborative filtering[42-46] or for tensor factorization[47-49] .
Moreover, all these algorithms do not consider students’
academic performance for improving book recommendation, and thus a supervised content-aware matrix factorization is proposed in this paper.
3

Overview and Preliminary

In this paper, academic performance is predicted
based on students’ book-loan history. Since each student only borrows a small number of books from library,
considering each book as feature index for academic
performance prediction suffers from the data scarcity
problem. Instead, a dimension reduction technique
should be applied to extract students’ borrowing preference. These learned preferences are then considered as
features and fed into regression techniques for academic
performance prediction. However, without book reviews after returning, students’ negative preference for
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borrowed books cannot be reflected. Thus, the bookloan history is a kind of implicit feedback, whose loan
frequency determines the confidence of positive preference. In this case, weighted matrix factorization becomes an optimal choice for dimension reduction, due
to the superiority in implicit feedback[50] . Below, we
first make a brief introduction to them.

weighted matrix factorization optimizes the objective
function as follows:
X
X
kpi − U ′ xi k2 +
LDR =
wi,j (ri,j − p′i qj )2 + α

3.1

Since this objective function is quadratic with respect to each variable when others are fixed, it can be
optimized by alternating least square algorithm. Their
updating formula will be elaborated below due to its
common with the proposed algorithm.

Weighted Matrix Factorization

The proposed algorithm operates on a student-book
loan matrix R ∈ {0, 1}M×N , including M students and
N books, based on a confidence matrix W ∈ RM×N .
Each entry ri,j in matrix R indicates whether a student i has borrowed a book j or not, and each wi,j in
matrix W indicates his/her preference confidence for
this book. The confidence of all non-borrowed books
is assigned to 1 while the confidence of borrowed ones
is assigned to a value being significantly larger than 1
and monotonic with the loan frequency. In this setting, weighted matrix factorization achieves dimension
reduction by optimizing the following objective function:
X
L=
wi,j (ri,j − p̃′i q̃j )2 +
i,j

X
X
α(
kp̃i k2 +
kq̃j k2 ),
i

(1)

j

where p̃i ∈ RK is a latent vector of a user i and q̃j ∈ RK
is a latent vector of a book j so that both students and
books are mapped into a joint latent space, where the
dot product between their latent vectors indicates students’ borrowing preference for books.
3.2

Content-Aware Weighted Matrix
Factorization

When students are accompanied by profiles, and
books are provided content information, such as categories and prefaces, content-aware weighted matrix
factorization[42,46] should be suggested. This algorithm
first represents the profile of each student by a feature vector x ∈ RF of F features, represents the content of each book by a feature vector y ∈ RL of L
features, respectively, and then maps them into the
same joint latent space as generated by weighted matrix factorization by multiplying feature latent matrices
U ∈ RF ×K and V ∈ RL×K . Therefore, they can be directly added into latent factors of students and books,
i.e., pi = p̃i + U xi and qj = q̃j + V yj . After substituting them into the objecting function (1) and regularizing U and V by Frobenius norms, content-aware

i,j

α

i

X

kqj − V ′ yj k2 + β(kU k2F + kV k2F ).

j

4

Supervised Content-Aware Weighted Matrix
Factorization with Multi-Task Learning

Based on the content-aware weighted matrix factorization, we represent each user by a latent factor,
which not only captures students’ borrowing preference
but also absorbs his/her profile information. This user
representation is both able to predict a student’s academic performance by considering it as a feature vector
in a supervised learning model, and able to recommend
books based on its dot product with book latent factors.
However, such a paradigm neither makes sure the extracted features by dimension reduction are optimal for
academic performance prediction, nor renders book recommendation benefit from students’ performance information. Therefore, we propose a Supervised Contentaware Weighted Matrix Factorization with Multi-Task
Learning (SCWMF-MTL) for jointly predicting academic performance and recommending library books,
that is, iteratively learning student preference from borrowing history based on content-aware matrix factorization and the supervision of student academic performance, and updating the parameters of the prediction
model of academic performance, until the convergence
of user preference factors.
4.1

Loss Function

Before presenting this model, we first set up the
task of predicting academic performance. Provided cumulative grade point average (CGPA) of each student,
we first subtract it by the mean CGPA of all students
at the same schools, since this group of students take
extremely similar courses. Although the difficulty of
courses is varied from school to school, and their lecturers’ teaching skills may be different from one another, they can be eliminated by this preprocessing,
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making students’ CGPA be comparable with one another. Setting the deduced CGPA zi of each student
i as regressand, and considering his/her latent factor
pi as regressor, we can apply regression techniques for
academic performance prediction.
However, the same aspects of latent factors play
a different role in predicting academic performance
among different schools, just as illustrated in Fig.1(c).
For example, students at the School of Humanities and
Social Science can benefit from reading novels while
students at the School of Computer Science may not.
Therefore, regression weights should be varied from
school to school, but learning school-specified weights
suffers from the over-fitting problem. To this end, we
apply a multi-task learning algorithm for academic performance regression, so that school-specified weight of
different schools can be shared to some extent with one
another.
Based on this above setting, assuming there are S
schools in the university, we can formulate the loss function of SCWMF-MTL as follows:
X
L =
(zi − e′i Gpi )2 + λD LDR +
i

λM tr(G′ LG) + λR tr(G′ G),
where each row of G ∈ RS×K corresponds to regression coefficients of the corresponding schools and
ei = (ei,1 , · · · , ei,S ) is a school-selection vector subject
to ei,s = 1 if a student i is at a school s, and ei,s′ = 0,
otherwise. L = IS − S1 1S 1′S is a centered matrix, and
thus tr(G′ LG) measures the row-based variance of matrix G. In other words, it makes sure that each row of
matrix G is close to their mean. tr(G′ G) = kGk2F is a
regularization term, avoiding the over-fitting and being
controlled by λR .
4.2

Optimization

According to the analysis to this objective function, it is quadratic with respect to each variable of
{pi , qj , U , V , gs }. Therefore, given the other variables
fixed, we can get an analytic solution for each variable.
In particular, setting the gradient of L with respect
to pi to zero, we can get
gs gs′
+ Q′ W i Q + αIK )−1 ×
λD
zi gs
(Q′ W i ri + αU ′ xi +
),
λD

pi = (

where W i = diag(wi,1 , · · · , wi,N ) and we assume student i is at school s. Due to the setting of the dense

weight matrix, this updating formula can be efficient
since Q′ W i Q = Q′ (W i − IN )Q + Q′ Q and W i − IN
is a sparse matrix, whose number of entries equals
kri k0 . Q′ Q is independent to users and can thus be
precomputed before each user’s update. Therefore,
the complexity of updating latent factor of user i is
O(kri k0 K 2 + K 3 ), and thus the total complexity is
O(kRk0 K 2 + M K 3 ).
Setting the gradient of L with respect to gs to zero,
we can obtain the updating formula for gs :
gs = (P ′ E s P + λIK )−1 (P ′ E s z +

λM
(G′ 1S − gs )),
S

where λ
=
(λM S−1
+ λR ) and E s
=
S
diag(e1,s , · · · , eM,s ).
Due to the existence of the
regularization term, tr(G′ LG), the parameter gs of
the prediction model for the school s is affected by
other schools, and can play important role in alleviating the over-fitting problem resulting from data
partition by schools. Following similar analysis, the
updating complexity for parameters in the prediction
model of all schools is O(SK 3 + M K 2 ), dominated by
the inversion of the K × K matrix.
Setting the gradient of L with respect to qj to zero,
we can get the updating formula for book latent factor:
qj = (P ′ W j P + αIK )−1 (P ′ W j rj + αV ′ yj ),
where W j = diag(w1,j , · · · , wM,j ). Similar to the update of pi , this updating formula could be efficiently
implemented and the overall complexity of update is
O(kRk0 K 2 + N K 3 ).
Setting the gradient of L with respect to U and V
to zero, we can get the analytic solution of U and V ,
that is,
β
IF )−1 X ′ P ,
α
β
V = (Y ′ Y + IL )−1 Y ′ Q.
α

U = (X ′ X +

According to the complexity of matrix multiplication
and inversion of matrix, the overall complexity of updating them is O(N F 2 + F 3 + N F K + M L2 + L3 +
M LK). When the number of features is small, this updating formula is efficient. When the number of features
is large, we need resort to conjugate gradient descent,
whose complexity is O(kXk0 + kY k0 )K#iter according to [42], where #iter is the number of iterations of
conjugate gradient descent to reach a given threshold
of approximation error.
Given these updating formulas, we then perform
learning these parameters by alternating optimization,
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that is, taking turns to update each variable, until the
convergent of L. In addition, the latent factors of each
user and each book are updated independently and can
be achieved in a parallel way, but the regression coefficient of each school depends on each other so that the
order of updating should be randomized.
Complexity Analysis. Assume conjugate gradient
descent is applied for getting the solution of U and V ,
the complexity of updating {pi , qj , U , V } in one round

is O (kXk0 + kY k0 )K#iter + kRk0 K 2 , since the updating cost for gs of all schools in one round is usually
significantly smaller than the former part. Therefore,
the optimization algorithm is scalable with the size of
the book-loan history and the size of the user-feature
matrix and the item-feature matrix.
4.3

Explainable Academic Performance
Prediction

After learning latent factors of students and books
as well as their features, and learning the regression coefficients, we next present how to predict academic performance based on these parameters. For the sake of
reasonable evaluation, students in the training dataset
are assumed disjointed with students in the testing
dataset, and thus latent factors of training users are
useless in predicting the academic performance of testing students. The latent factors of each testing user
are required first to learn and then fed into the linear predicting function. Therefore, the final formula of
academic performance prediction for a testing user i is
represented as
z̃i = e′i G(Q′ W i Q + αIK )−1 (Q′ W i ri + αU ′ xi ), (2)
where α and W i follow the same setting as the training
phase. Delving into (2), we observe the prediction score
involves the addition of two parts, where one part is related to the book-loan history and the other part relies
on the features of students. Applying the Woodbury
matrix identity for inverting the matrix Q′ W i Q+αIK ,
we can rewrite the predictive function as follows:
z̃i = e′i GQ′ W i ri /α + e′i GU ′ xi −
e′i GQ′ ((αW −i + QQ′ )−1 Q(Q′ W i ri /α + U ′ xi )),
where W −i , (W i )−1 for simplifying notations. This
prediction involves a linear function of four different
types of features. The first type of features is the books
borrowed by students, weighted by e′i GQ′ . The second
type depends on the features of students, weighted by

e′i GU ′ . The third type is the similar books to what
they borrow, also weighted by e′i GQ′ . The similarity
between books is expressed by (αW −i + QQ′ )−1 QQ′ .
And the final type is the books preferred by a student
population having the same features as student i, also
weighted by e′i GQ′ . From these four types of features,
it is obvious to understand the benefit of dimension
reduction, that is, to consider not only the books borrowed by students themselves but also the similar books
to what they borrow.
4.4

Book Predictive Power Modeling

Based on the above model, we can obtain the regression coefficients for student latent factors in the task of
academic performance prediction. However, since we
do not directly use books for prediction, it is unclear
about how to measure the predictive powers of books.
This is important in performance diagnosis, i.e., better understanding which books could potentially improve/deteriorate academic performance. Actually, an
analogy problem has been raised and discussed in [31],
where the authors measured the “importance” of each
book in our scenario by averaging the academic performance of all book-borrowers. For example, the book b3
in Fig.2 is borrowed by four students {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 },
P4
and the “importance” of this book is 14 i=1 zi . Therefore, higher absolute averaged academic performance
indicates higher importance of books in academic performance. However, only a small portion of books can
evaluate their predictive power in this method, because
each book is assumed to be borrowed by at least 100
students in order to robustly estimate the averaging
academic performance. According to the statistics to
the loan-history, the number of books borrowed by at
least 100, 70 and 50 students is 10, 103 and 460, respectively. In other words, if we follow previous approaches,
only 10 books can show their importance in predicting
academic performance.
In order to assess the importance of any book,
even if only borrowed by a few students, we propose a
book predictive power modeling approach based on the
extracted book latent representation from supervised
content-aware matrix factorization. This approach will
establish a linear mapping function f (q) = h′ q from
book latent representation q to academic performance
of each book. We assume that each student’s academic
performance can be affected by the books they borrowed, and the affecting level depends on books themselves. Denoting Uj as the students borrowing the
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book j, we need to optimize the following hierarchical
Bayesian model for getting h,
N Y
Y

2
N (zi |h′ qj , λ−1
j )Ga(λj |a0 , b0 )N (h|0, σ ),

j=1 i∈Uj

where Ga(λj |a0 , b0 ) means λj is subject to Gamma
distribution. If we reorganize this objective by users
instead of books, the performance ziPof student i is
λj h′ qj

j∈Bi
subject to N (zi |µi , σi2 ), where µi = P
and
j∈Bi λj
P
2
1/σi = j∈Bi λj . In other words, the performance of
each student is a weighted performance sum of his/her
borrowed books.

Book

Performance

Student
z

u

z

u

z

u

z

b

{z}

b

{z,z}

b

{z,z,z,z}

i∈Uj

Therefore, the affecting level of each book is determined
by the performance variance and bias of approximation.
The larger variance and bias will incur a small affecting
level so that books with larger variance and approximation bias take smaller effect in computing h.
Until the convergence of iteratively updating λj and
h, we can predict the performance based on f (qj ) =
h′ qj for each book j. Taking all books borrowed by
students at the same school and ranking them by f (qj ),
we can get the most important books for academic performance prediction.
5

b

{z}

b

{z,z,z}

b

{z}

u

Fig.2. Book performance illustration. Each book is borrowed
by several students and the performance of each book is related
to a set of borrowers’ academic performance.

This objective function is required to maximize with
respect to h and λi , which can be achieved by iterated
conditional modes algorithm[51] , iteratively maximizing
the probability of each variable conditioned on the rest.
In particular, given λi of all books fixed, h can be computed as follows:
X
X
h=(
qj qj′ λi |Uj | + σ −2 Ik )−1
qj λj |Uj |z̄(j) ,
j

j

where z̄(j) = U1j i∈Uj zi is borrowers’ averaging performance of book j. This equation shows that books
with larger affecting level (λj ) will take larger effect in
computing h.
When h is fixed, we can get the updating formula
for λj of each book:
P

λj =

Plugging z̄(j) into the denominator, we can decompose
P
P
it into two parts i∈Uj (zi −h′ qj )2 = i∈Uj (zi −z̄(j) )2 +
|Uj |(z̄(j) − h′ qj )2 . Assume a0 = 1 and b = 0, we can
get a new formula for λj ,
1 X
(zi − z̄(j) )2 + (z̄(j) − h′ qj )2 .
λ−1
j =
|Uj |

|Uj |
2

b0 +

1
2

P

+ a0 − 1
.
′
2
i∈Uj (zi − h qj )

Experiment

The evaluation is conducted on a dataset with
16 704 undergraduate students of 19 schools spanning
three consecutive grades (denoted as G0, G1 and G2).
For each student, this dataset includes his/her first
three years of book-loan history and cumulative grade
point averages over the first three years. Each book in
the loan history contains a category in Chinese library
1
classification○
. In order to learn students’ stable borrowing preference, we filter out books which have only
been borrowed by less than two students, and filter out
students who have borrowed less than five books and
who are at new established schools. The preprocessed
dataset includes 13 047 students from 14 schools. Table 1 lists the statistics of this dataset, Fig.3(a) shows
the distribution of book categories, and Fig.3(b) shows
the distribution of student number across schools.
Table 1. Statistics of the Dataset
Name
G0
G1
G2

#Students
4 335
4 434
4 278

#Books
71 122
72 591
65 183

#Records
242 376
239 869
194 512

#Books per Student
55.9
54.1
45.5

Note: #: number of.

Based on this dataset, we will evaluate both academic performance prediction and library book recommendation. For the former part, we consider the following two configurations. The first one is to train the
proposed model on one grade of dataset (denoted as
Gi), and to test it on the dataset of the subsequent

1
○
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese Library Classification, May 2018.
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grade (Gj), subject to i < j. Denoted as Gi→Gj, this
setting will include three cases, i.e., G0→G1, G1→G2,
G0→G2. The second one is to split students from all
three grades into five folds and to perform five-fold
cross-validation. For the latter evaluation of book recommendation, we only exploit five-fold cross-validation,
since the other case corresponds to the cold-start problem, beyond the scope of this paper. More specifically,
the book-loan history of each user is split into five folds
and aggregated with the same fold of the book-loan
history of other users.

2%
1%

2%

1%
2% 5%
4%

5.1

Metric

For academic performance prediction, we quantify
the model performance by measuring the consistence
between the predicted order of students within the same
school and the given order of students by academic performance, and averaging them over all schools. In this
paper, we only consider the pairwise comparison and
measure the ranking consistence within the school s
measured by accuracy (abbr. Acc(s)),
P
i,j∈Us I((zi −zj )(z̃i −z̃j )>0)
,
Acc(s) =
1
2 |Us |(|Us | − 1)
where Us denotes the set of all students at the school
s and z̃i denotes the predicted score. This metric indicates the proportion of concordant pairs to all possible pairs and is strongly correlated with Kendall rank
correlation coefficient, i.e., τ (s) = 2 × Acc(s) − 1. A
completely random guess would give 0.5 accuracy. The
final predicted accuracy will be obtained by averaging
Acc(s) over all schools.
For library book recommendation, we exploit the
widely-used metrics, precision and recall, at a cut-off
position k, denoted as prec@k and recall@k,

5%
25%

23%

7%

prec@k =
10%
B

TP

TN

H

13%

O

I

K

J

D

G

F

6%
4%
2%
3%
3%

M
X
|Su (k) ∩ Vu |
,
M × |Vu |
u=1

where Su (k) is the collection of top k recommended
books for a student u, and Vu is the set of his/her borrowed books.

12%

3%

recall@k =

TM C

(a)

M
X
|Su (k) ∩ Vu |
,
M ×k
u=1

5.2

Experimental Results

12%

5.2.1 Academic Performance Prediction

9%
11%
9%
6%
10%

10%

CIE
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EM

PPA

FL
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(b)
Fig.3. (a) Distribution of the top 13 categories of books borrowed by students. (b) Distribution of student number at the
14 largest schools.

We will compare the proposed algorithm, i.e.,
SCWMF MTL, with the following three baselines. The
first one is Least MTL, where borrowing frequency of
book categories is considered as features and fed into
multi-task linear regression. Its main difference from
the proposed method is that the features are manually designed. The second is WMF MTL, which first
applies matrix factorization on the student-book loan
matrix for learning students’ borrowing preference, and
then feeds them into multi-task linear regression models. Note that the factorization of training student-book
loan matrix is independent to that of testing studentbook loan matrix. The third one is SWMF, which
does not make use of multi-task learning framework
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run the predictive model based on different percentages (ranging from 10% to 100%) of randomly selected
training subsets of loan records. The results presented
in Fig.5 show that only knowing 10% of training data
can result in over 59% prediction accuracy in all three
evaluation schemes. Knowing more loan records improves the prediction accuracy with diminishing effect
from each additional portion of loan records.
0.65
0.64
Accuracy

for learning parameters, compared with the proposed
models. The comparison results are shown in Table 2.
From this table, we first observe that Least MTL
is not so good as SWMF and SCWMF MTL. This
shows the blindness of hand-designed features and the
advantage of matrix factorization for feature extraction. However, WMF MTL performs the worst among
all studied algorithms. Therefore, the features extracting by matrix factorization just imply students’
borrowing preference, but cannot reflect the difference
of such preferences among students at various performance levels. By means of collaborative academic performance prediction and library book recommendation,
we can extract more effective features for academic performance prediction. Finally, SCWMF MTL outperforms SWMF, indicating the benefit of multi-task learning and confirming the difference of students’ borrowing
preference at different schools.

0.63
0.62
0.61
0.60

Table 2. Comparison with Baselines
G0→G2

G1→G2

5-CV

0.566 3

0.569 6

0.571 5

0.578 1

WMF MTL

0.514 2

0.516 1

0.524 9

0.520 0

SWMF

0.613 8

0.623 4

0.623 0

0.633 5

SCWMF MTL

0.627 9

0.633 1

0.635 2

0.643 8

Note: 5-CV: 5-fold cross-validation.

To understand the benefit of collaborative learning
and multi-task learning, we perform the sensitivity analysis of two important parameters, λD and λM , where
the former one indicates the trade-off between matrix
factorization and multi-task learning, and the latter one
implies the extent of similarity of regression coefficients
among different schools. As shown in Fig.4(a), with the
increase of λD , the performance of the proposed model
first improves, and then deteriorates slightly before being stable since this collaborative process is dominated
by matrix factorization. As shown in Fig.4(b), the varying trend of accuracy with the increase of λM explicitly
shows its optimal value and thus illustrates the effect
of multi-task learning once again.
5.2.2 Impact of Amount of Data Available
The results presented so far rely on feeding all training loan history to learn the representation of books and
regression coefficients. Therefore, it is unclear about
how prediction accuracy changes with the varying number of observed loan records. Therefore, under three
evaluation schemes, G0→G1, G0→G2 and G1→G2, we

101

102
λD

103

104

103

104

(a)
0.65
0.64
Accuracy

Least MTL

G0→G1

0.63
0.62
0.61
0.60

100

101

102
λM
(b)

Fig.4. Sensitivity analysis of (a) λD and (b) λM .

0.64
0.63
Accuracy

Accuracy

100

G0→G1
G0→G2
G1→G2

0.62
0.61
0.60
0.59

20

40
60
80
Percentage of Training Data

Fig.5. Impact of data availability.
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spectively. Due to the distinct loan preference of diffe-

5.2.3 Book Predictive Power

rent schools, we give the results of three schools, that is,

According to the definition of book importance
f (qj ), we can select books highly correlated with academic performance. Based on the sign of qj′ gs , we organize them into two groups, representing the positively
correlated books and negatively correlated books, re-

computer science (CS) in Table 3, political and public
management (PPM) in Table 4, and foreign language
(FL) in Table 5. For CS undergraduate students, positively correlated books include advanced materials such

Table 3. Top 24 Important Books Correlated with Academic Performance Based on f (qj ) of the School of Computer Science
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Top 12 Positively Correlated Books
Name of Important Books
Artificial Intelligence
Cryptography Theory and Practice
Information Security and Privacy
Engineering a Compiler
C++ Technology in Qt
Math Foundation for Information Security
Techniques & Application of Data Mining
Programming Collective Intelligence
Formal Language and Automata Theory
Solving ICPC Examples
Operation System
Computer Architectures

Top 12 Negatively Correlated Books
f (qj )
10.67
10.35
10.22
9.59
8.90
8.69
8.59
8.47
8.36
7.83
7.72
7.52

Name of Important Books
Practical Java Training
JavaScript Bible
PHP Job Collection
Mastering Spring
Shellcoder Programming
Tutorial of Computer Rank Examination
Computer Game Programming
Freud’s Psychology Philosophy
Computer English
Hacker
Introduction to Node.js
Attack and Defense of Information Systems

f (qj )
−5.93
−5.25
−4.94
−4.06
−3.47
−3.36
−3.10
−3.04
−2.44
−2.31
−2.02
−1.98

Table 4. Top 24 Important Books Correlated with Academic Performance Based on f (qj ) of
the School of Political and Public Management
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Top 12 Positively Correlated Books
Name of Important Books
The Risk of Society
Essentials of Western Public Admin. Theory
Guiding Economic Law
Introduction to Public Management
Global Civil Society
New Institutional Economics
New Public Management
Introduction to Social Security
Modern Administrative
SPSS Statistical Analysis
Introduction to Access
Governmental Public Relations

Top 12 Negatively Correlated Books
f (qj )
9.87
9.40
8.43
8.08
7.59
7.15
6.65
6.14
6.09
5.98
5.91
5.90

Name of Important Books
Electronic Commerce
Interpretation of Hegel’s Philosophy
Great American Trials
Introduction to Psychology
The Prince
Apartment in a Barren Village
Mandarin Training Tutorials
Leviathan
History of Management Thoughts
The Legend of Lu Xiaofeng
Bible Story
Management Consulting

f (qj )
−2.250
−2.210
−1.960
−1.280
−1.180
−1.020
−0.811
−0.780
−0.641
−0.530
−0.250
−0.170

Table 5. Top 24 Important Books Correlated with Academic Performance Based on f (qj ) of the School of Foreign Language
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Top 12 Positively Correlated Books
Name of Important Books
Appreciation of English & American Literature
English Interpretation Practice
Emma
What Happens to America
American Literature
Translation Appreciation and Criticism
Japanese Love Story
TEM-8 Translation
English Literature Selected Reading
Enjoy Chinese Quintessence via English
Inter-Cultural Communication
Pride and Prejudice

Top 12 Negatively Correlated Books
f (qj )
8.73
8.38
8.22
7.83
7.80
7.51
7.46
7.09
7.00
6.88
6.81
6.61

Name of Important Books
The Protestant Ethic and Spirit of Capitalism
Watching Anime to Learn Japanese
The Pursuit of Happiness
Butterfly Dream
The Continuation of Western Culture History
Weekly Schedule for Listening (TEM-4)
Latest Guide of Self-Help Abroad
The Quintessence of Japanese Drama
A Tale of Two Cities
Dracula’s Guest
New Study of British history
Meteor of the Trip

f (qj )
−2.99
−2.05
−1.99
−1.85
−1.72
−1.51
−1.15
−1.08
−1.08
−0.87
−0.76
−0.69
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5.2.4 Library Book Recommendation
We compare the proposed algorithm with three
baselines. The first is WMF, without taking book categories and student performance into account; the second one is BPRMF[52] , a widely-used recommendation
algorithm on implicit feedback datasets; the final one
is MostPopular, which recommends books based on the
popularity. The comparison results are shown in Fig.6.
The observation that WMF outperforms BPRMF indicates the superiority of WMF in library book recommendation based on the book-loan history. By comparing SCWMF-MTL with WMF, we observe the benefit
of incorporating book categories and academic performance into the latent factor model. And the superiority
of the latent factor models to MostPopular implies what
students borrow does not simply depend on the popularity of books. However, the overall recommendation
performance is comparatively low. This potentially lies
in the extreme sparsity of the student-book loan matrix
and a lack of books’ external rich information.

0.08

SCWMF-MTL
WMF
BPRMF
MostPopular

Recall∂k

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00

0

50

100
k
(a)

150

200

0.016
SCWMF-MTL
WMF
BPRMF
MostPopular

0.012

Prec∂k

as “Artificial Intelligence”, “Data Mining” and “Programming Contest Examples”, and important majorrelated books such as “Engineering a Compiler” and
“Operation System”; negatively correlated books include engineering-type books, such as “Practical Java
Training”, and job-preparation books such as “PHP
Job Collection”, “Mastering Spring”, “Introduction to
Node.js” and “Game Programming”, as well as “Hacker
Techniques”. For PPM undergraduate students, most
of positively correlated books are major-related, such
as “Global Civil Society” and “Social Security”; negatively correlated books include extracurricular philosophy books, such as “Interpretation of Hegel’s Philosophy” and “Introduction to Psychology”, and books
implicitly reflecting PPM, such as “Leviathan” and
“Bible Story”. Since these books may be not useful
for their terminal examination, their borrowers may
not improve their academic performance. For FL undergraduate students, the positively correlated books
share similar characteristic, major-related, such as “English Interpretation Practice”, “Translation Appreciation and Criticism”, and “Inter-Cultural Communication”, while most of negatively correlated books are
drama/anime/movie-related books, such as “Watching
Anime to Learn Japanese”, “The Pursuit of Happiness”, and “Dracula’s Guest”. In other words, lower
performance students learn foreign languages by reading drama/anime/movie books, and thus they may not
directly improve their academic performance.

0.008

0.004

0.000

0

50

100
k
(b)

150

200

Fig.6. Comparison of recommendation performance. (a) Recall
and (b) precision, with baselines.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we studied academic performance prediction based on students’ book-loan history, and proposed a supervised dimension reduction algorithm with
multi-task learning for collaborative academic performance prediction and library book recommendation.
Therefore, these two tasks not only are performed simultaneously but also benefit from each other, as evaluated in the experimental part. According to the analysis to this model, we gave a precise definition of the
prediction function and proposed a metric for quantifying the importance of books. Since this prediction function depends on both books borrowed by students themselves and similar books to these borrowed
ones, academic performance prediction can be improved
based on dimension reduction techniques. We evaluated the proposed model on a dataset of 16 704 students
from 14 schools spanning three consecutive grades, and
demonstrated the strong effectiveness of the proposed
model at academic performance prediction and library
book recommendation. In the future, we will consider
other external sources of students’ behavioral data for
further improvement in academic performance prediction and library book recommendation.
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